Prepared by the Office of University Development and Public Affairs

A total of 94 substantive news reports mentioning UST were collected. ** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. A UST civil engineering postgraduate team won Second Prize at the Introducing Demonstrating Earthquake Engineering Research in Schools 2004 (IDEERS) competition, held in Taipei on 18-19 September** Apple Daily and Ming Pao Daily News (8/10).

2. Dr Ngok MA (SOSC) commented on political issues 7 clippings (23/9-8/10).

3. Prof Francis LUI (ECON) commented on economic issues 9 clippings (23/9-7/10).

4. Theft cases at local tertiary institutions Ming Pao Daily News (7/10).

5. Prof Dik Lun LEE (COMP) will speak at an IT symposium, "Live IT. IT Life" Hong Kong Economic Times (22/9 and 6/10).

6. UST held its Outreach Day on 25 September** 6 clippings (15/9-5/10).

7. Dr John MILTON (LANG) develops an online English learning platform** Sing Pao Daily News (5/10).

8. UST helps CLP Power conduct studies on wind resources Hong Kong Daily News (4/10) and SCMP (28/9).

9. Local tertiary institutions, including UST Students' Union, were invited to attend National Day celebration activities in Beijing 24 clippings (24/9-2/10).

10. Karen KO Ka-yan, a UST graduate, was one of the university students who visited United Nations this summer SCMP (2/10).

11. Admission grades of 2004-5 JUPAS applicants**
3 clippings (15/9-1/10).

12. Mainland exchange program at UST
   SCMP (1/10).

13. Prof HUNG Chang Tai (HUMA) commented on traditional Chinese culture
   SCMP (1/10).

14. Dr Arthur LAU (ATC) commented on aerosols
   Sing Pao Daily News (1/10).

15. LAM Ka Yuet, 2003 BBA graduate (Economics & Finance), lost her life in a fire accident
   Wen Wei Po and The Sun (1/10).

16. UST's MSc in Electronic Engineering
   Oriental Daily News (30/9).

17. UST students help promote aids education
   Hong Kong Economic Times (30/9).

18. A short profile of President Emeritus Chia-Wei WOO**
   SCMP (30/9).

19. A feature on tertiary education in Hong Kong
   SCMP (30/9).

20. Results on the first round of applications for UGC's Restructuring and Collaboration Fund
   Ming Pao Daily News (29/9).

21. Prof Shain-Dow KUNG, former VP-AA, authored on his first ten years at UST
   Beijing Evening News (29/9).

22. Prof K C CHAN (DEM) was appointed a member of the Hang Seng Index Advisory Committee
   The Sun and Sing Pao Daily News (29/9).

23. Prof Yuk Shee CHAN (VP-AA) says he hopes more than 30% of undergraduates will be able to go for an exchange program in overseas universities**
   Ming Pao Daily News (28/9).
24. A newspaper report said some activities provided by an online auction website developed by a UST student were allegedly betting in nature.
   Ming Pao Daily News (28/9) and The Sun (27/9).
25. Contract-out cleaners working at local tertiary institutions protested against low wages.
   5 clippings (27-28/9).
26. UST helps Civic Exchange conduct air pollution studies.
   The Standard (28/9).
27. UST students worked as interns at the Shun Hing Group.
   SCMP (27/9) and Sing Tao Daily (15/9).
28. Prof S S Chern, winner of the first Shaw Prize in Mathematical Sciences, presented his official Shaw Prize Lecture at UST.
   4 clippings (12-26/9).
29. UST's Business School did not participate in Asia Inc's MBA rankings this year.
   SCMP (25/9).
   The Sun (27/9).
   Sing Tao Daily (24/9).
32. A ranking on the performance of universities in publishing academic papers.
   The Sun (24/9).
   Next Magazine (23/9).
   Sing Pao Daily News (23/9).
35. UST's UV-sensor technology was incorporated in the manufacturing of watch.
   Oriental Daily News (23/9).
36. Prof Vernon Smith, 2002 Nobel Prize Laureate in Economics, gave a talk at UST Amcham (September 2004).

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUEPA is unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are however available in HKUST News Clippings Online (http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl) through the Library's subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media unit of OUEPA at x8555 or x6306.